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To Switzerland by train: comfortable and convenient.
Public transport within Switzerland enjoys an excellent reputation. But that’s not all: Travelling
by train from the neighbouring countries leaves nothing to be desired either. Regular direct
connections from Paris, Berlin, Vienna and Milan among other places take guests right into the
centres of Swiss cities.
Arrival by train – second to none.
Whether individual trip or onward journey to Switzerland from Germany,
Austria, Italy or France – arriving by train is the perfect option for every
traveller. More than 80 connections daily take passengers from city centre
to city centre. All of it without luggage limitations or waiting times. Ample elbow-room, catering facilities and manifold onboard services help guests to
switch to vacation mode already right during the train journey. For a relaxed and timely arrival at the destination. mystsnet.com/arrival

“Prochain arrêt: Suisse.” Arrival from France.
French flair and Swiss quality are just three hours apart. 20 “TGV Lyria”
trains travel between Paris and Switzerland each day. There are direct connections to Zurich, Basel, Geneva, Lausanne and Berne. Thanks to the
three comfort classes Standard, Standard First and Business First, TGV
Lyria offers the perfect option for every need – whether with all-inclusive
services such as a warm 3-course-menu at the seat or a downscaled service at a more affordable price. Good to know: Seat reservation is required
and is included in the fare. Thus, all is set for a comfortable arrival. In no
more than three to four hours, passengers reach their desired destination
in Switzerland. mystsnet.com/france

“Nächster Halt: Schweiz.” Arrival from Germany.
The wish for crisp Swiss mountain air can easily be satisfied: Several times
daily, an ICE arrives directly at Chur or Interlaken. Those who rather prefer
shopping enjoy the same convenience – and travel directly to Zurich or Lucerne. Numerous German cities such as Berlin, Hamburg and Frankfurt are
connected to Basel, Zurich, Berne, Lucerne, Chur, Thun and Interlaken via
40 daily connections.
Fresh croissants to start the day in Frankfurt, a fondue in Zurich at
lunchtime and for dinner a genuine Italian Pizza Prosciutto in Milano: The
trinational train makes it happen. It runs daily from Frankfurt to Milano via
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Basel, Lucerne and Lugano. On the train, travellers lack nothing at all: Restaurant, minibar, power outlets at the seat and ample legroom are standard
conveniences on the ICE.
IC buses travel the route between Munich and Zurich up to seven times
daily, a service in addition to train connections. A regular timetable and
high flexibility ensure a smooth arrival from Germany.
mystsnet.com/germany
To Switzerland at two-hour intervals. Arrival from Austria.
From one culture town to the next: fast and convenient. Zurich is very easy
to reach from Vienna, Salzburg, Innsbruck, St. Pölten and Graz. The
Railjets of Austrian Federal Railways (ÖBB) take travellers to Zurich at twohour intervals. The Zurich hub offers excellent onward connections to all
Swiss regions. Those who prefer to make the most of daylight may choose
to travel asleep to their destination: on the ÖBB Nightjet. Not only does this
save hotel expenses, it also comes with free mineral water and breakfast in
the couchette and sleeping coaches.
Depending on the chosen class, guests benefit from various services such
as catering to the seat or different seating comfort.
mystsnet.com/austria
“Prossima fermata: Svizzera.” Arrival from Italy.
Convenient, fast, comfortable: Guests who wish to explore the charms of
Swiss cities opt for the practical EuroCity connections. Direct trains run
from Milano and Venice to Basel, Berne, Geneva, Lausanne, Lucerne, Lugano and Zurich. Thanks to the Gotthard Base Tunnel, the longest train
tunnel in the world, it takes passengers a mere three and a half hours to
travel from the fashion centre of Milano to the heart of the no less sophisticated city of Zurich. Due to roughly 16 connections daily, Switzerland is
only “a stone’s throw” away from its southern neighbour. That’s how delightful and quick the journey across the Alpine massif can be.
mystsnet.com/italy
From supersaver ticket to Swiss Travel Pass – the perfect ticket for everyone.
The ticket options for travelling to Switzerland from abroad range from regular point-to-point tickets to supersaver tickets to Swiss Travel Passes.
Tickets from the STS product range and Eurail/Interrail may entitle to a discount according to international regulations (possible acceptance as GA
travelcart / HAT travelcard). mystsnet.com/arrival

In addition to arrival by long-distance trains, there are numerous cross-border regional connections.
More information about travelling to Switzerland by public transport: mystsnet.com/arrival
Pictures are ready for download here.
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